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Bringing a new life into the world is a time of great happiness – an every-
day miracle. Many things change. Many beautiful moments await you 
as parents...as well as many new responsibilities. Your endless love and 
support will help shape a successful future. 

Your child’s fi rst year of growth and development is the most important 
stage in its life. Breast milk provides your baby with the very best nutrition 
for the fi rst six months. Both the WHO and Holle recommend a six month 
period of exclusive breastfeeding followed by giving your baby breast milk 
as part of a balanced diet during weaning.

Holle is committed to helping you give your baby the best. That is why we are 
devoted to giving you the highest quality, most natural baby food. Indeed, 
since the company was founded, over 75 years ago, we have only used the 
best premium quality organic ingredients. Our experience and expertise, 
combined with up to date scientifi c knowledge, form a reliable basis for a 
healthy start to life – right from the very beginning.
Love, Comfort and Holle

Love, Comfort and Holle
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No pesticides or chemical fertilisers are used to grow our raw in-
gredients. We use only biodynamically or organically grown food.   

A close working relationship with our Demeter certifi ed farmers 
guarantees a long term supply of high quality raw ingredients.

We take great care of our raw ingredients and how they are pro-
cessed and cooked. We ensure this through an ongoing quality 
control system. 

Every item of food we produce is constantly checked to make sure 
it meets the highest legal, safety and nutritional requirements.

All our baby foods are guaranteed to be free from genetically mo-
difi ed ingredients (in accordance with EU regulations). We never 
use artifi cial fl avourings, colourings or preservatives, and we 
don’t add refi ned sugar.

Holle’s Quality Criteria
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The EU Organic Certification logo appears on every 
one of our baby foods. It is your guarantee that our 
products are grown and processed in a tightly regu-
lated way to ensure their quality. Under the green logo 
you will find a certification number showing where 
a product was produced and where it was checked. 

DE for instance stands for Germany. Underneath, there is also a note 
about the origin of the processed raw materials, e.g. “EU-agriculture”.  

Demeter is the trademark for goods produced 
from biodynamic agriculture. Only strictly re-
gulated partners are able to use the Demeter 
label. These regulations are set by the Demeter 

Society, whose criteria extend far beyond the standard organic far-
ming certification. From growing to processing, all stages of produc-
tion are checked – without any compromises. You can read more in 
pages of this advisor or by searching online for your local biodynamic 
or Demeter organisation.
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Foods which carry the Demeter label have been grown to strict biodynamic 
standards – in harmony with nature. Biodynamic farmers use an organic 
approach that harnesses the holistic qualities of their growing cycles. 
Whether soil, seeds, plants, animals or humans – each element in the agri-
cultural system has its own uniquely important role to play. Each element 
supports and strengthens the others and in doing so creates a farm that is 
a natural and self-contained living organism. 

The essential starting point is a healthy soil that is full of vitality. Biodynamic 
farmers use compost, hand made herbal and mineral preparations as well as 
green manures to strengthen and enrich their soil. Soil fertility and humus 
are key elements in biodynamic agriculture. Plants grown in such a healthy 
environment thrive, just as nature intended. They are able to take up the max-
imum amount of nutrients which, in turn, are passed on to your baby.

 

Holistic Quality through Working
with Nature
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Processing raw biodynamic ingredients is also strictly regulated and is done in such 
a way as to preserve and make available the maximum amount of nutrients. The use 
of chemical and synthetic pesticides and fertilisers and GM technology are strictly 
prohibited in biodynamic agriculture, as is the addition of questionable ingredients 
during processing.

Demeter agriculture is unique in its consistent and holistic approach because, through 
its biodynamic growing methods, it gives back to nature more than it takes out.

Demeter farmer from Hof Stümpfl 
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Demeter Milk

Quality through Natural Animal Care

The quality of Demeter certifi ed milk is extremely high, it tastes great and is 
easily digested – all thanks to the natural way in which the cows are raised. 
Biodynamically raised cows live in small herds, they regularly graze out in the 
meadows, and only eat a diet naturally rich in organic hay and greenery. This 
form of husbandry ensures the cows are strong and healthy. Most importantly, 
all Demeter cows keep their horns. Biodynamic farmers say that a cows’ horns 
are important for maintaining a proper equilibrium throughout its digestive 
system. This is signifi cant for the quality of the milk. 
The natural way in which Demeter certifi ed cows are raised greatly infl uences 
the nutritional value of their milk. Biodynamic milk has a high vitamin E and 
beta-carotene content. It is also naturally high in essential omega 3 and 
omega 6 fatty acids. Furthermore, because their diet is so rich in vegetation, 
independent tests consistently show that milk from biodynamic cows not only 
tastes delicious but is also fi nely balanced. Once a cow is milked, the Demeter 
certifi ed process of producing fresh milk is carried out in such a way as to 
maintain its high nutritional values.



Mrs Schnabel, Demeter dairy farmer from Oberer Stollenhof
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Demeter Milk
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Demeter cereals



In Harmony with
Nature for your Baby

Every grain of the diff erent cereals we use for our baby porridges naturally 
contains a myriad of essential nutrients and fi bre. Grown in harmony with 
nature, Demeter certifi ed grains are full of fl avour and vitality. At Holle we 
only use whole grains for our porridges. This makes sure your baby gets 
the most goodness from every mouthful. We cook our grain using the very 
gentlest of methods and then fi nely ground them so every Holle porridge 
can be easily digested by young babies. We unlock the goodness so your 
baby can thrive.
Demeter farmers only use seeds which are cultivated through natural and 
traditional methods. This means seeds develop only through selective 
cross breeding – artifi cial genetic modifi cation is never used. This way we 
can ensure the quality of our food and continuing plant health, as well as 
ready adaptation to climate and soil conditions.

Demeter cereals
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Demeter fruit & vegetables
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Quality through Variety and Freshness

Fruit and vegetables are our main source of vitamins, minerals and trace ele-
ments. What’s more, Demeter certifi ed fruit and vegetables taste just like 
they ought to – full of traditional fl avours. 
This comes from making sure we use the right varieties for particular growing 
conditions. We also use traditional methods of cultivation and care, and then 
we harvest at exactly the right time. Only in this way can our fruit and vege-
tables have the opportunity to develop their highest nutrient profi le. Traditional 
farming, working in harmony with the environment, really does off er us the 
best of nature’s bounty.

Soil Fertility

Typically, biodynamic agriculture uses special preparations 

made from herbs, minerals and manure. Each farmer prepares 

his own mixes from the produce from his land and applies them 

in regular doses to increase the fertility of the soil. Biodynamic 

meadows and farm land and the plants growing on them are 

particularly rich in nutrients. This way we give your baby healthy 

and natural tasting food. 



Demeter fruit & vegetables
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Breast Milk - Naturally the Best

Breast milk provides your baby with the optimum mix of nutrients. It can give 
your baby exactly what he or she needs at any particular time, whether accor-
ding to your baby’s developmental stage or even time of day. Breast milk con-
tains all the essential nutrients and antibodies which are necessary for your 
baby’s development, including a healthy immune system. Intensive contact 
with your baby through breastfeeding helps your little one to grow well and 
fosters a close and loving bond with you. Holle recommends exclusive breast-
feeding for the fi rst six months, and further breastfeeding during weaning time 
as part of a balanced diet, according to your baby’s age.

More About Breastfeeding 
For more information and tips on breastfeeding, e.g. mum’s diet during breastfeeding, tips for losing weight, storing breast milk, help with sore nipples and more, please talk to your local breastfeeding group, midwife or other health professional.



Baby‘s diet in the first year
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The Best Start in Life

Breast milk is ideal for your baby. Holle milk formulas are developed as close-
ly as possible with breast milk in mind. In this way you can have a good qual-
ity, organic alternative for your baby if you decide not to breastfeed, or when 
you decide to stop breastfeeding. Our Organic Infant Formula 1 is especially 
formulated for very young babies and contains all necessary nutrients for the 
fi rst six months of life. All our formulas are made using only milk from biody-
namically raised cows. This pure Demeter quality and our strict quality control 
gives you the peace of mind of a healthy and tasty formula milk you can trust.



The Only Baby Formula in Demeter Quality

Holle uses only premium quality Demeter certifi ed milk to make it’s organic 

baby formula. What’s so special about it? Demeter farmers raise their ani-

mals in a uniquely humane and caring environment. For example, they don’t 

remove a cow’s horns – a painful procedure for the animal. Horns are also 

involved in the cow’s digestive process and retaining them helps to maintain 

the milk’s quality as well as being kinder to the animal. The result: Demeter 

raised cows produce wholesome and tasty milk – the ideal basis for Holle or-

ganic milk formulas. For more information about Demeter agriculture search 

online for your local biodynamic or Demeter organisation.

Baby‘s diet in the first year
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Holle Organic Infant Formula 1 can be given exclusively from birth for the fi rst 
six months, or as a supplement to breastfeeding, as well as whilst weaning 
onto solid foods. During weaning Holle Infant Formula 1 is ideal as part of a 
mixed diet.



Baby‘s diet in the first year
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Baby Formula and Weaning

The time to start weaning your baby or to change from Infant Formula 1 
to Follow-on Milk 2 depends entirely on your baby’s needs. As long as 
your baby is happy and full after a feed you can continue to give your 
usual milk. 
After 6 months of age you may start to wean your baby onto solid foods. 
This means that some bottle feeds are gradually replaced by purées and 
porridges. At this time you can also change to Follow-on Formula 2 without 
problems.



Baby‘s diet in the first year
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Follow-on Formula 2 is to be given as part of a balanced weaning diet of bottle 
feeds and purées and porridges and is not to be given exclusively. Growing-
up Milk 3 is suitable for the increasing nutritional needs of older babies from 
about 12 months onwards.

A Cow‘s Milk Alternative  
Holle off ers parents organic Goats Milk Nutrition formula as an alternative to cow’s milk. Please ask your GP or paediatrician for advice. 



Weaning step by step
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Starting Weaning  

As your baby gets older and puts on weight, so will his or her nutritional 
needs grow. Exclusive feeding with breast milk or Infant Formula 1 may no 
longer fully satisfy your baby. The WHO and Holle recommend exclusive 
breastfeeding for the fi rst six months. Some babies can be breastfed longer 
while others will need a small amount of solid food to feel satisfi ed.
As a rule of thumb, weaning with purées and porridges can gradually be intro-
duced after 4 to 6 months of age. Because every child is diff erent, and be-
cause even from an early age children can have individual meal preferences 
some diff erences from recommended weaning plans are possible and, in 
fact, are perfectly normal.
Additionally, your baby’s level 
of physical activity will infl u-
ence nutritional needs and the 
amount of food he or she will 
demand.
More lively and bigger child-
ren need more energy than 
quieter children and will need 
to be fed more often or have 
larger feeds.

Every child is diff erent and knows 
exactly what he or she wants and 

likes best. Observe your child’s 
reactions as you introduce foods 

and together you will explore 
and discover his or her individual 

weaning diet.
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Weaning step by step

there are new tastes and fl avours for your baby to 
explore, diff erent sensations to get used to. It’s a lot 
for a little baby to cope with. Start slowly, give your 
baby and yourself enough time and introduce new 
meals step by step. A few teaspoons are enough to 
begin with.
Usually a baby needs around a week to get used to a 
new food. If you follow this suggestion it will be easier 
to spot any problems such as intolerances or aller-
gies as early as possible. You may also note changes 
in your baby’s digestion or stools after introducing a 
new food. This way you can act quickly and substitute 
ingredients if necessary. 
Purée and porridge meals are gradually substituted 
for breast milk or bottle feeds. Ideally, you will start at 
lunchtime, just before the milk feed, to introduce a few teaspoons of vegetab-
le purée. Slowly increase the amount until the whole lunchtime breast or bot-
tle feed is replaced. Over the months you will go on to replace the afternoon 
and evening milk feeds with either milk cereal or fruit cereal meals.



Weaning step by step
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 Second Weaning Meal: fi rst solid evening meal
The next step is to replace the afternoon/evening milk feed with a milk 
cereal porridge. You can prepare the purée by using Holle Organic Baby 
Porridges with fresh full fat milk and fruit juice rich in vitamin C. If you 
don’t want to use fresh milk you can prepare the milk porridge with either 
Holle Organic Baby Formula or breast milk.

 First Weaning Meal: vegetable meal at lunchtime
The first non-milk meal should be a vegetable purée. It is easier to start 
with carrot purée because it is mild, easily digested and slightly sweet in 
taste (alternatively use parsnip or pumpkin). Start with a few teaspoons 
of purée and slowly increase the amount. If your baby is happy with just 
one ingredient for a week or two you can add potato purée. Afterwards, 
you can add to the vegetable/potato purée some puréed meat two to three 
times a week.

... From the First Solid Food to Family Food

after

4
months

from     

4–5
months
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Weaning step by step

 
 Third Weaning Meal: afternoon fruit porridge 
Next, you introduce a milk free fruit porridge which substitutes the after-
noon milk feed and pushes the milk porridge meal towards evening. At 
first you start with very mild fruit, e.g. apples, pears, bananas. To prepare 
the porridge just mix a Holle Organic Baby Porridge with freshly puréed 
fruit (or a Holle organic fruit jar).

 Family Meals
From 12 months of age your baby will increasingly join in with your 
family meals (be careful when seasoning and sweetening).

 Junior Meals
From about 8 months onwards your baby will be able to cope with slightly 
coarser food. Your baby’s food doesn’t need to be puréed quite so much 
and can contain small, but soft vegetable or fruit pieces. This change en-
courages your baby to chew.

* Every weaning meal replaces one milk feed (breast feed or bottle feed). If you have, as sug-
gested, breastfed your baby fully for six months then the ages shown in the diagram will move 
forwards accordingly. The age in months shown is the earliest possible time to introduce solid 
foods. According to your baby’s development suggested ages may vary by 1–2 months. Varia-
tions from this table are entirely natural.

from     

8
months

from     

12
months

from     

5–6
months



1. Jahr Month 1–4 Month 5 Month 6

Starting weaning

Early morning

Morning

Lunchtime

Afternoon

Evening

The Holle weaning plan is designed in accordance with guidelines issued by The Research           
If you have, as suggested, breastfed your baby fully for six months then the ages shown             

Age

Time of day

Breastfeeding or bottle feeding

Weaning step by step
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Month 7 Month 8 Month 9 From Month 10

Weaning onto solids Moving on to family foods

Milk and bread

Vegetable Meal
1st week:  Introduce carrots or parsnip (1 variety per week)
2nd week: Continue with potatoes (carrots & potato or parsnip & potato)
3rd week:   Continue with meat (carrots, potato & meat or parsnip, potato & meat)
                     Alternatively, use baby porridge instead of potato.

Milk-free fruit porridge or fruit porridge
1st week:  Start with a mild fruit like apple or pear
                     (1 variety per week)
2nd week: Continue with another fruit, e.g. banana
3rd week:  Continue with cereals, e.g. stir in baby millet porridge

                Institute for Child Nutrition and gives you recommendations for your child’s diet plan.
                 in the diagram will move forwards accordingly.

Snacktime 
Fruit porridge, fruit pieces 
or other snacks

Milk porridge

27

Weaning step by step
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Holle Jar Range

Balanced, Versatile and Varied
After 4–6 months of age, if breast milk no longer fully satisfi es your baby, 
you can start giving a fi rst lunchtime vegetable purée. To begin with, off er 
your baby just a few teaspoons before his or her milk feed. Slowly increase 
the amount until the whole milk feed is replaced by the vegetable meal. Ide-
ally, use only a single vegetable for the fi rst meal so that your baby’s digest-
ive system has time to get used to diff erent foods. 
Carrots, parsnip or pumpkin are mild and are, therefore, ideal vegetables for 
your baby’s fi rst solid food. If you introduce solid foods slowly to your baby 
you will more easily be able to discover possible intolerances or allergies. 
As a rule of thumb, introduce only one new food per week and once a month 
replace a milk feed with a new weaning meal. 

The Holle jar range has been specially developed in accordance with com-
monly recommended weaning plans. You can choose from a variety of sin-
gle food jars and progress to jars with additional vegetables, added pota-
toes or even meat. For example parents can start with “Carrots”, continue 
with “Carrots with Potatoes” and go on to “Carrots, Potatoes and Beef”.
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Holle Jar Range

Key Points
•  no added sugar 
    (contains only naturally 
   occurring sugars)
•  no added salt
•  no thickening agents
•  many gluten free
  varieties
• Allergy aware:
 milk free, lactose free,
 egg free

The jar range has also been developed so that parents can 
support their baby’s individual digestive needs. There is 
a wide choice, from stool regulating to stool loosening 
properties. Carrots have rather stool fi rming properties. 
In case parents want an alternative to carrots, they can 
use parsnip. As an alternative to jars containing rice there 
are vegetable meals with potatoes because they are less 
fi rming. Potatoes, like grain, give your baby energy in the 
form of carbohydrates.
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Holle Jar Range

We have split the Holle jars into three age groups – after 4 months, from 
6 months and from 8 months. This makes it easy for parents to choose the 
right jar according to your babyʼs age. Junior menu jars (from 8 months) con-
tain slightly coarser pieces to encourage older babies to chew.
Holle has developed its jar range so as to give parents the widest choice acc-
ording to your babyʼs age, tastes and individual needs. If some ingredients 
must be avoided because your baby doesn’t like a taste or even because of 
intolerances or allergies, it is easy to do so. More adventurous ingredients 
such as peas, quince or fruits of the forest have been included in the range so 
you can give your baby an even wider choice of taste experiences.
 
Holle’s carefully selected raw materials are rich in nutrients and are grown to 
organic and/or biodynamic standards. As you would expect, Holle has strin-
gent quality control measures in place throughout all stages of production.

Tip 2
Mix a Holle pure fruit jar (125 g) with one of the Holle Organic Baby Porridges and give your baby a delicious fruity porridge as a perfect afternoon meal.

Tip 1
Holle fi nest meat jars (125 g) are 

ideal for preparing little baby 

meals with home made vege-

table purée – just as your baby 

likes it.
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Holle Jar Range
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Holle Jar Range
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Single vegetable jars
Carrots 190 g ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Parsnip 190 g ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Vegetable jars
Carrots & Potatoes 190 g ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Parsnip with Potatoes 190 g ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Pumpkin with Rice 190 g ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Spinach with Potatoes 190 g ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Broccoli with Rice 190 g ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Meat jars
Beef  125 g ✓ ✓

Turkey 125 g ✓ ✓ ✓

Menu jars
Carrots, Potatoes and Beef 190 g ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Parsnip, Potatoes and Beef 190 g ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Pumpkin with Chicken 190 g ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Vegetable jars
Zucchini, Pumpkin & Potatoes 190 g ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Potatoes, Peas and Zucchini 190 g ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Mixed Vegetables 190 g ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Junior vegetable jars
Mixed Vegetables with Millet 220 g ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Spaghetti Bolognese 220 g ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
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Pure fruit jars
100 % Apple 125 g ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

100 % Pear 125 g ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Apple and Banana 125 g ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Fruit jars
Apple 190 g ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Apple & Pear 190 g ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Apple & Bilberry 190 g ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Apple & Peach 190 g ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Pear & Apricot 190 g ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Banana & Cherries 190 g ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Apple and Plum 190 g ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Apple & Banana with Apricot 190 g ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Pear with Spelt Flakes 190 g ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Banana with Semolina 190 g ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Junior fruit jars
Apple and Pear with Quince 220 g ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Birchermuesli with Fruits 220 g ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Apple with Fruits of the Forest 220 g ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
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Holle Jar Range
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Organic Baby Porridges
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Every Holle Organic Baby Porridge is made using whole grains. Not only is 
the main body of the grain used but the entire kernel, including the impor-
tant outer bran layer. This way we can be sure the entire nutritional contents 
of the grain such as vitamins, minerals and fi bre are retained. Only the best 
grain quality is used to make Holle’s baby cereals. The wholegrain seeds are 
gently cooked using a special method that unlocks their goodness. This is 
how Holle produces such fi ne, readily soluble fl akes which are so easy for 
your baby to digest. 

Why are Holle Porridges So Special?



To increase the avail-ability of essential fatty acids we recommend adding 1–2 teaspoons of organic weaning oil. Read more on page 40.

Organic Baby Porridges
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The Holle Organic Baby Porridge range off ers a wide variety of grains. Par-
ents have the choice between single grains or a mixture of grains. As part of 
introducing solid food into your baby’s diet it is recommended that you start 
with a single grain porridge.
Ideally, start with the rice porridge. Rice is gluten free and allergic reactions 
are very rare. Later, parents can introduce millet por-
ridge, also gluten free. Both grains are easy to digest 
and your baby begins to explore new tastes.



Organic Baby Porridges
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A Varied
Weaning Diet
Holle off ers eight diff erent delicious organic baby cereal porridges. For an even more varied weaning diet for your baby you can prepare the por-ridges in the following ways:

• with breast milk
• half water/half full fat milk
• with baby formula milk
• milk free, with water
• as a cereal and fruit meal
• as an additional ingredient
 to a milk bottle feed

Organic Baby Porridges

37

When introducing Holle porridges begin with just one grain variety and al-
ways closely observe your baby after introducing any new foods. This way 
you can immediately fi nd out what your baby likes, what does and doesn’t 
agree with your baby or identify possible intolerances. In case of an intoler-
ance you are able to change to a diff erent grain variety very quickly.

After introducing rice and millet porridge in 
the fi rst few weeks of weaning you can try 
your baby with other organic single grain 
baby cereals such as spelt, semolina or 
rolled oats (these contain gluten).
The  “Step by Step” rule also applies here. 
Later, for more variety you can off er your 
baby mixed grain porridges, e.g. Organic 
Three Grain Porridge or the more fruity Or-
ganic Muesli Porridge as well as the Orga-
nic Millet with Apple and Pear Porridge.



Organic Baby Porridges
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At Holle we want to support your role as a parent when weaning your baby. 
Our unique cooking methods unlock the full goodness of the organic and 
biodynamic grains in our baby porridges. Any additional ingredients, such 
as milk, fruits or vegetables are entirely determined by you and your child’s 
individual tastes and needs. That is as it should be. We want you to make 
the decisions about what goes into your baby’s meals and we want to help 
by providing the best possible baby porridges for you to use as the base to 
which to add those ingredients.

In a rush? Use instant Hol-
le Organic Milk Cereals for 
a quick meal for your little 
one. Just add hot water and 
stir in the cereal fl akes –
your baby’s meal is ready. 
Tasty and wholesome – with-
out added sugar.
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Organic Baby Porridge:

Millet  ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Baby Rice ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Spelt ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Rolled Oats ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Semolina ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Three Grain ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Baby Muesli ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Millet Apple & Pear ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Organic Milk Cereals:

Millet ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Spelt ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Banana ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Organic Baby Porridges
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Allergy Information at a Glance



Oil, teas and snacks
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Holle’s Organic Baby Weaning Oil is made from Demeter quality ingre-
dients and, with it’s balanced combination of nutrients, provides an ideal 
weaning supplement. The mixture of premium organic rape and sunfl ower 
oils gives the perfect ratio of the essential fatty acids omega 3 and omega 6.
Five percent precious hemp oil completes the blend and contains not only 
essential fatty acids but also a special fatty acid called gamma linolenic 

acid. Gamma linolenic acid is very rare in nature. It 
is most usually found in breast milk and is partic-
ularly benefi cial for the skin, including having a posi-
tive eff ect on eczema.

In order to increase the availability of fat soluble vit-
amins as well as high energy and essential fatty 

acids, parents are advised to fortify milk free meals such as vegetable, pot-
ato and meat meals and fruit and grain porridges with 1–2 teaspoons of 
organic baby weaning oil. It is also recommended for preparing all Holle 
baby porridges and jar meals.

• cold pressed
• contains gamma  
 linolenic acid

Organic Baby Weaning Oil

•
•
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Oil, teas and snacks

Wholesome spelt goodness. Holle’s organic spelt rusks and spelt biscuits 
make great baby snacks for between meals, and encourage the development 
of chewing whilst progressing onto more solid 
foods. The spelt rusks have been specially dev-
eloped with allergies in mind and are produced 
without sugar, wheat or milk protein. The spelt 
baby biscuits have a balanced fl avour of organic 
Demeter butter and rice syrup which gives the 
biscuits a mild and baby like taste.

Snack Time



Recipe Suggestion: Fruity Rusk Porridge

(from 8 months)

Break two Holle Organic Baby Spelt Rusks into pieces and place them 

in a bowl. Boil 140ml water and pour evenly over the rusks. Leave to 

soak for a short time and mash with a fork.

Add around 100g freshly grated fruit or fruit jar, e.g. Pure Pear or 

Pure Apple & Banana to taste. To increase the amount of essential fat-

ty acids and available vitamins, add 1 teaspoon Holle Organic Baby 

Weaning Oil. Leave to cool until ready to eat.

Holle Organic Fruit Bars are ideal as a snack or a quick dessert for babies from 
12 months onwards. The bars come in two particularly mild fruit combinations – 
“Apple and Banana” and “Apple and Pear” – and are made from a fi ne purée 
that is easy for babies to digest. The fruit bars come in an ideal portion size of 
25g which is very practical for little 
hands and tummies. Because of 
their thin spelt wafer coating little 
children can hold the bars comfort-
ably in their hands – without mess. 
No added refi ned sugar.

Organic Fruit Bars

Oil, teas and snacks
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Holle Organic Tea for Kids is a mild herbal infusion for children. Using a care-
fully chosen organic herbal blend of fennel, anise, caraway and chamomile this 
tasty tea has calming and relaxing prop-
erties for children and adults alike.

Holle Organic Nursing Tea contains a spe-
cial herbal mixture of anise, fennel, cara-
way and lemon balm to encourage breast 
milk fl ow. All ingredients are organically 
grown. The nursing tea can be safely used 
during the last weeks of pregnancy as well 
as throughout the entire nursing period to 
help with a successful breastfeeding exper-
ience.

 Organic Tea for Kids & Nursing Tea
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Recommended Dosage
For approx. 200g porridge/meal:  
Vegetable/meat meal:  2 tsp
Fruit or fruit/cereal meal: 1 tsp

Useful information
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Why is it important to add vegetable oil to baby porridge? Milk free meals 
such as vegetable, potato and meat meals or fruit and cereal porridges are 
nearly fat free. In order to increase the availability of fat soluble vitamins 
vegetable oil should be added. This also increases the amount of essential 
fatty acids in the meal and therefore the energy supply. We recommend 

using Holle’s Organic Weaning Oil. Alter-
natively rape or sunfl ower oil can be used.

Frequently Asked Questions
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Useful information

Why do I need to add juice rich in vitamin C to my baby’s porridge/meal? 
We recommend adding fruit juice or fruit puree rich in vitamin C to all veg-
etable and milk cereal meals. This naturally enhances the vitamin content 
of the meal while also helping with the take up of iron from the food. We 
advise: e.g. 2 tbsp orange juice, blackcurrant 
juice, 4–5 puréed blackcurrants or simply a quar-
ter of a freshly grated apple. 

Does my baby need drinks in addition to breast 
milk? Exclusively breastfed babies get all the liq-
uid they need through breast milk. Similarly, 
bottle feeds provide your baby with enough li-
quid. Only in certain circumstances such as per-
iods of high temperature or diarrhea do you need 
to compensate for lost liquids. However, should 
your baby still be thirsty you can give additional 
drinks. Holle Organic Tea for kids or unsweetened 
fennel tea are both suitable, as is still mineral 
water suitable for babies or good quality previ-
ously boiled tap water.



Useful information
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Baby’s First Teeth. Well cared for baby teeth are the essential foundations 
for a healthy set of teeth later in life. Parents therefore need to make sure 
that suitable oral hygiene is carried out from the beginning. Even from the 
very fi rst tooth, parents can start to remove any plaque by using a damp 
cotton wool bud to clean the tooth.

Diet plays an important role in proper dental care. 
During breastfeeding your baby doesn’t normally 
need any additional drinks. As soon as you start 
weaning, continue to give your baby either breast 
milk, formula, water or unsweetened herbal tea. 
Fruit juices contain acids which attack the tooth ena-
mel and should be avoided. Never leave your child 
to suckle on a bottle for extended periods, as this 
can be particularly bad for your baby’s teeth.

A varied weaning diet with 

unsweetened food helps 

your baby. An unbalanced 

and sweet early diet en-

courages tooth decay in 

children.
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Useful information

Our contact details:
Holle baby food GmbH
Baselstrasse 11 
CH – 4125 Riehen 
Tel. 0041 61 645 96 00
www.holle.ch 

Holle products are available at selected 
wholefood shops and online shops.
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